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Okay, folks, well, you know that we have just come back from Colorado, from an incredible, 

crazy adventure. So, let's call up all the 21 trekkers that came out, all our young people that 

came out. (Applause) Let's have them come to the front because we have a video prepared. The 

editing team has been preparing a video all day, all night. And there are subtitles for our 

Japanese young people that can't read English so well. They need to come up to the front so 

they can read the subtitles. The editing team has been going crazy, day in and day out, trying to 

finish this. We actually had a couple young of people that were filming during the trip. 

 

Our Second Team in Colorado 

When we did this three or four years ago with the first team, we had support. We had EMS 

support; Fjallraven https://classic.fjallraven.com/ had this whole thing behind us. They had 

nurses, they had people that were trained in EMS, and they would follow you on a 

Quadrunner, so you were pretty safe. All you had to do was just follow the crowd. It was like 

200- 300 people in it, so it was quite easy.  

This year, this is the second team that went out to do the training. Unbelievable! In terms of the 

mountains of the United States and probably the Western part of the world, this is probably 

THE most difficult. Okay, you're talking about 14,000 feet in elevation. That is like the Swiss 

Alps. That's like going 40 miles through the Swiss Alps- just to give you some context. Or like 

the Andes Mountains, but the Andes are warm and tropical. This is brutal, brutal, brutal. It's 

snowing in the summer on the top. There's snow everywhere on the top, so this is extremely 

dangerous. For those folks listening in Korea and Japan, there's nothing in Korea or Japan that is 

even near this height. This is like a huge mountain range of Fuji mountains that you have to live 

on for three days; where you have to live and survive out of a bag for three days. 
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Now, when we did the first run, it was brutal. We were in our late 30s, and we were taking our 

Shinpal, Shinman and Shingoong through it, and they all did it. Goony was 16. Anyway, it was 

very rough, very, very rough. I blew my knee out on the trip. It is unbelievable; people cannot 

understand. This is not hiking through a hiking trail or something. You are going through one 

of the most dangerous wildernesses, at an altitude of 12,000 to 14,000 feet, with live predators 

there. There are living cougars there that will eat people. Every year in the Rockies, people die. 

You will get eaten by bears that come at you if you don't store your food properly. 

And of course, if that doesn't kill you, the weather will, because the leading cause of death in 

the wild is hypothermia, and not being able to regulate your temperature being on top of the 

mountain with no trees, because it's so high in elevation. And you can't breathe, by the way, 

because the atmosphere is so thin up there. The oxygen is so thin, your lungs cannot process the 

oxygen. So, people literally fall over when they get up in that region. I mean, we were on the 

low side of the mountains; we were just collecting wood for the fire, and we had to breathe 

deeply. You feel it immediately. At the base camp we were at 9,000 - 10,000 feet and these kids 

were going up 12,500-plus feet. So, extremely dangerous. 

In our first team we went through it but we had the support of the Fjallraven team. This year, 

these young people had to go through it alone. Young King Kyle was organizing the whole 

thing, and did the first team, with me and the Queen, but Dayella, his wife, had a medical 

emergency. The doctor said she had to have surgery in the middle of her pregnancy. So, guess 

what? Great timing!  

The trek was coming, and Kyle was going to support from behind with a Quadrunner or ATV 

(All Terrain Vehicles) or something, so that if some of these kids got injured, we could drive them 

out or get them out of that crazy, crazy mountain range. That was our EMT support team. And 

now he can't go on the trip. Now he cannot go on the trek because his wife is having a medical 

emergency, and she has to have surgery while she's pregnant. Doggone it! Can you believe it? 

Unbelievable. 

So, in the midst of all that, now we're left with just the young people. Victor Moon is not even 

an experienced hiker, and he's going to lead these kids through the most dangerous wilderness 

in America. That worried the shmita out of me. Of course, they did train through the Smoky 

Mountain, eight-hour training, twelve-hour training to prep for this. But for example, Victor 

Moon got lost, he got lost. They went to a dead end, is that right? Something like that. That's 

what I heard through the pipeline, so that didn't give me any confidence at all.  

I'm thinking, “Lord, have mercy! How are these kids going to get through 40 miles on the Rocky 

Mountains?” If you take one wrong turn you die; you die. I mean we’d have to send out a 

search-and-rescue team with a hundred-thousand-dollar helicopter to go find these kids, and 

who knows they may be dead up on a mountain top, frozen like ice men up there because it's all 

snow. You understand how ridiculous this is?  
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Hunting for a Satellite Phone   

Then since the kids were Koreans, we told them, “Hey, you guys got to get GPS phones.” So, they 

said, “Yeah we have GPS.” We get to Colorado and we ask them “Where's the GPS phone?” and 

they pull out their smartphone. They pull out their smartphone! I said, “That's not a dang GPS 

phone! Are you crazy? That's not a GPS phone! You need a satellite phone. That's what we were talking 

about” Why? Because you have no connection up there. There's no connection. Hello. Are you 

with me, folks?  

“Not only have we lost our EMT team, but how the heck are we going to communicate with you when 

you're up in the dang middle of the American Himalayas? How the heck are we going to even talk to you 

fools when you're up there?” They thought a GPS satellite phone was a GPS on your smartphone! 

Oh my God! I just want to pluck your head out, boy! 

So, we had to go crazy. Kyle had to get on Facebook Marketplace and try to get this dang sat 

phone. We found one man who was selling a satellite phone; one man on Facebook. Oh my 

gosh! By the way this is Sunday 7 o’clock. They’re supposed to be leaving on Monday. It’s 

Sunday night dinner time and we don't even have a sat phone to communicate with them when 

they're going through the TERRIBLE wilderness! You understand how frustrated and anxiety-

ridden we were?  

I was saying, “All right, we're going to have to delay this one day, because there's no way we can send 

them into the freaking wild with cougars and bears and no backup for 40 miles.” 40 miles! You've done 

one mile around a track on a sports field; you know that's tiring. Try carrying a whole pack with 

all your house, your kitchen, your food and your protective equipment, like your gun and your 

knives, and then walking, NOT on a flat ground but UP these mountains which are 12,000 feet 

tall. That is not a joke; it's not something to play around with, because, as these young people 

saw, you can die. It is LIFE and DEATH up there, folks! Life and death. Danger, danger, 

dangerous, dangerous, dangerous.  

Anyway, it's Sunday night, 7pm, and my gosh, we don't have a dang satellite phone, we can't 

communicate with them, I have to delay the trip. I said:                                                                   - - 

- “Okay, fine, we have to delay it one day.” We have to go back to Denver, three, four hours back to 

Denver, then pick up the thing etc.                                                                                                                                                     

“But they're all psyched up to go on Monday; it's going to kill their spirit.” I said:                                               

- “It doesn't matter. If we can't communicate with them, if we have an injury, somebody breaks their leg, 

somebody dies, you're not going to be able to communicate with the team; you're not going to know 

what's going on up there.” 

 So, Kyle is doing his magic. He's on his Facebook Marketplace etc. Lord, have mercy! Father is 

moving the spirit world with the power of the Holy Ghost. ONE MAN is selling a satellite 

phone on the Marketplace. He's selling a satellite phone on the Marketplace! It's $450; it's an old 

one. Kyle is communicating back and forth and the guy says, “All right, I'll meet you in Vail.” 

We're going to go up, and meet halfway. That's a great sign. Kyle’s whole business is operating 

off of Facebook Marketplace, so he's dealing a lot with people on Facebook, et cetera, and he 

said, “It's a good sign that this guy's willing to drive towards you. That shows commitment; he wants to 

sell this thing.”  
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We got to go to the gas station in Vail, Colorado to meet this guy. It's now 8 pm. He is parking 

there. He's got this Overlander with a rooftop tent, so he looks pretty squared away. He looks 

very organized, et cetera. He doesn't look like he's going to rob us. So, we were talking to the 

guy and he said, “Okay, there's the sat phone.” He gives the thing and he checks, “There's the 

tracking system, this is how you do the communications, this is how you send text messages.” It is 

unbelievably cumbersome because it's not the newer model; it's the older model. And in this 

model, you have to do one letter at a time, you move the thing: d-d-d-d-d-d-d-t, d-d-d-d-d-d-h, 

d-d-d-d-d-d-d-e, d-d-d-d-d-d-d-s, d-d-d-d-d-d-d-a, d-d-d-d-d-d-t. You have to do like this; it 

takes forever to type.  

All this stuff goes through; we test on the website etc. Kyle gets us a subscription; it works. So, 

we’re getting satellite communication. We confirm that at 8:30 pm. If you were keeping up with 

the updates, that was when we were in the car driving back from Vail saying, “Oh my Lord, have 

mercy! Father has pulled out a miracle and we got a hold of a satellite phone right before they're going on 

Monday.” Now that was not the end of our woes or trouble That was just the beginning. 

 

American Himalayas 

But before I get into that, let's see all the young people here, the 21. Where are the 21 folks? This 

is not 21 here. Where are the 21 kids that went? Oh, they're still coming back from Colorado. 

Oh, my goodness! Don't forget the 24-hour trip that we had to take out there, and then we had 

to drive that back! Oh My gosh! So, the worries were not even over after the trek. You got to 

drive back for 24 more hours and everybody got to stay alive and not get into a car accident. So, 

I guess they're still on the way back.  

All right! So, that kind of thing was happening with the satellite phone; Satan was trying to stop 

us from the very beginning. We were driving to Colorado. The King mobile goes down, the 

clutch is burned out in the middle of the highway. We pull over; the clutch won't even go into 

gear. The Jeep is done. We had to go to a rent-a-car, and then we had to take Shinjoon's Jeep that 

was following us. That was the main car then. It was just a whole litany of barriers that Satan 

was trying to throw upon the whole trekking team. Let alone the dangerous activities that were 

there.  

Now, when you watch the editing video which I have not seen, the video that they're now 

going to show, this does not even give you a glimpse of number one, the beauty. All the 

trekkers, on top of the mountain it was probably the most beautiful sight that you had ever seen 

in your life, right? Why? Because you earned that. You earned that. They walked it; they 

trekked it. They had to actually use their God-given muscles to push their way up. 

Unbelievable! The most beautiful landscape! But you wouldn’t want to live there, because as 

you saw, in Colorado everything gets dry very quickly. It’s a high desert. Your mouth cracks 

open, your nose cracks open, your eyes crack open. Everything is so terribly dry. We came back 

to Tennessee and said, “The land of milk and honey! Thank you, Lord Jesus!” Oh my gosh. Oh 

Tennessee! Everybody's skin is back to normal. 
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In Colorado the views are unbelievable. I've been to the Himalayas, been to Lhasa, high Tibet. 

Also been to Dharamsala, to meet the Dalai Lama in India. So, I've been to the Himalayas. All 

the big mountains in Korea, they look more like Tennessee. That's why the Holy Spirit brought 

us to Tennessee. This is exactly as Korea looks; this kind of landscape, these hills, very beautiful 

Smoky Mountain hills. But they're all covered in beautiful tree and foliage.  

The Himalayas are not like that. It's so high, there's no tree line. They are so high, it's all rocky 

sand and mountain up there. The Rocky Mountains are kind of like that. It's like the American 

Himalayas. It has that kind of feeling and that's why it's so dangerous. That's why so many 

people die on the Rockies. Without proper preparation you could die easily in the Rocky 

Mountains; very, very easily you can die. Of course, notwithstanding, some of the most 

dangerous predators that are running around there, too. 

 

Be Your Brother’s Keeper 

But, thank God, again, there's an old African saying, “You can go faster by yourself, but you can go 

longer together with your tribe.” Amen! They could understand the value of the tribe when they 

were training this time, because NO bear is going to mess with 21 people, especially crazy 

Asians with the knives and martial arts training. No bears are going to mess with that, okay? 

Cougars are not going to mess with 21 people. But they may mess with you if you're one 

person; if you're walking around by yourself like a lunatic through the Rocky Mountains in a 

very absent-minded way- which you should not be doing.  

The tribe, the group, that’s what was powerful. And this is very important. Before the young 

people went out, as their high priest, I chastised them, and made sure they had the RIGHT spirit 

and the right mindset. I told them, “You are not going out for your own glory. You are NOT going 

out for your own accolades or yourself. If you are, get the hell out of here now! You have to be going with 

the mindset of being your brother's keeper. That is the Rod of Iron Riders’ motto. That is what Cain 

should have done for Abel. He should have protected him, not killed him. That's brotherhood; that's 

sisterhood. So, you, young people are not going for your own glory!” 

Because a lot of these, especially the males, they want to just go fast, “I'm going to get this under 

my belt.” They just want it for their merit. You understand? And I could spiritually feel that. So, 

I told them, “DON’T have that spirit! I REBUKE THAT in True Father’s and Jesus’ names!” 

Hallelujah! We chastised them in a good way, Holy Ghost way. They absorbed that, ate of that 

manna, ate of that living bread, ate of that food and really had that in their minds. They're not 

going for their own glory. You are your brother's keeper. When God asks you:                                                                                                                                

- “What happened to your brother or sister?” You say:                                                                                

“I AM my brother's keeper.” Are you with me folks? Not like Cain who said:                                   - 

“WHO AM I? My brother's keeper?”  

I told them, “Kook Jin Nim did not do that.” I'm the YOUNGER brother and Father gave me the 

anointing. Then, Kook J-Hyung, my elder brother didn't say, “I’m going to get that brother. “HE 

kept me. That example of the True Cain, providentially, historically, we HAVE that victory! 
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And he's sitting right there, right over there. (Applause) It's a legendary story, but it was REAL; 

it was TRUE. That's the most incredible story when it's true. Amen!  

So, I chastised these young people to make sure they understood the right SPIRIT of the training 

This is not for your own glory. Always we do the training so we become BETTER, “Love God, 

love our neighbor.” We become BETTER for the glory of God, to protect His Kingdom, protect the 

people in His Kingdom. Amen! And these young people since they're already our martial arts 

students and since they're already training like that, to them it's just a reminder. None of them 

are, “Oh my gosh! The Second King's so mean. Aw!” No! They already are martial arts students. 

They understand what training is about, okay? They understand that it's good for them and it 

builds them up, and at the same time makes them stronger to defend others and the Kingdom 

of God. Amen!   

 

No Connection 

Okay, so we had that nighttime thing and the sat phone finally was in our possession. But in the 

morning as they went, they forgot to turn on the tracking on the sat phone. Probably it was our 

fault because they didn't know how to use the thing. I should have turned it on. Probably my 

fault, but none of us knew how to really use it. Finally, we got the tracking on the thing.  

The point is, since the tracking was not on, we could not know where they were. We had to just 

be clinging on with the fingernails in the base camp, waiting hours and hours. On the second 

day, all day long until nine at night, we didn't get ONE communication. These kids could be 

DEAD up there, dead. There was no communication. They thought the tracking was on. It was 

NOT on! So, we are waiting there with fever blisters all over our lips and frothing at the mouth, 

worried out of our mind that now we got to call these parents and tell them, “Your child has gone 

to the spirit world. Your child has ascended.” You understand how frustrating and angering that 

was? Oh my gosh! 

That's the important thing about a sat phone; you got to turn on the tracking device, turn on the 

dang tracking device. Then what it does is it sends an automatic signal every ten minutes or 

whatever into the satellite and then we can see exactly where they're going. Okay, but anyway, 

for two straight days literally, we had no ability to even know where they were. How insane is 

that? And they're alone folks, alone; inexperienced. They're all beginners trekking through the 

Himalayas of America.  

This is one of the highest points of it too, so it’s a dangerous, dangerous section. This is section 8 

and 9 on the Colorado Rocketry; incredibly dangerous. And we did not have any 

communication, no ability to talk with them, because the satellite phone only goes one way 

anyway. All we could do was receive the text messages from them if they decided to stop for a 

second and write us. They were doing the training of stopping and drinking water and 

massaging feet. That was good. But, you know, I wanted an update probably every couple of 

hours, not NINE at night, waiting all day long with no response. We tried to send them 

messages via satellite, but of course that was not working. So, it was just a nightmare, 

nightmare, nightmare in terms of communication.  But thank the Lord, on the third day, there 
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were miracles. You're probably going to see some of that here. When we finally meet up, manna 

from Heaven falls from the sky! Hallelujah! 

Now, young people, after having been through the dangerous wilderness, when you read 

Exodus, and the people of Israel going through the wilderness, you will NEVER read it the 

same. But imagine you're through that wilderness AND there are armies out to KILL you; there 

are assassins coming to KILL your “ashtray”! Imagine this on top of that. The Israelites had to 

go through more than what you, young people did. But you understand the wilderness when 

you read it. Huh? You got blisters all over your faces.  

ALL of them, ALL of them folks, all of them made it through almost 60 KILOMETERS through 

the HIMALAYA ROCKY MOUNTAINS, 12,500-foot altitude where you couldn’t even 

BREATHE!  

 

Your Sister’s Keeper 

Now there's a caveat to that because the boys basically saved the girls’ lives. Some of these girls 

almost died from lack of oxygen. They couldn't handle it, passed out and literally almost died 

on the snow. And if the boys had done it for their own glory and they hadn’t been chastised by 

the 2nd King in the beginning, they would have FORGOTTEN. They would not have focused 

on being their brother’s or sister’s keeper and they would have just gone off, “I just got to PASS 

the finish line!” Like dummies, they would have done that.  

WHAT would have happened then? All the girls would have been left behind, or if they had to 

hold up for the girls they would have been bitching and complaining the whole time, “These 

stupid girls, why they had to come? They’re slowing us down. They’re weight; they’re the slowest.” They 

could have been like that. You understand why you boys needed to be chastised with the Word 

before you went with the Word, so you’d remember the proper training and focus.  

So, when they went, what did they do? They went, and the girls started to have massive 

trouble. Some of them did great, but some of them had altitude sickness, almost died. Yumi 

almost DIED. This girl almost DIED. She didn't want to go, but God met her on the mountain; 

He saved her on that mountain. She passed out at 12,000 feet with no communication. Passed 

out on the snow! Basically, hyperventilating and dying on the snow. If it wasn't for Victor Moon 

and these young boys, some of these girls would have been dead, or would have had 

catastrophic injuries. 

These boys, they went up, and they did what they had learned in Scripture, what they had 

learned through the brotherhood of Christ, what they had learned from real MEN who are 

living their life. They learned to be your brother's or sister's keeper. So, when the sisters were in 

a bad shape, what did they do? They ran up. They started taking their backpacks off. They 

started CARRYING another forty pounds, whatever it was, so that the girls could get moving. 

They took out their own oxygen cans and started feeding the girls the oxygen so that they could 

survive.  
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“How annoying and frustrating that is! You got all these girls passing out, and I want to freaking go 

across the finish line. Why did we bring these dang girls? You don't understand how frustrating that is.” 

But what did they do? They REMEMBERED that the critical training is NOT just the hiking or 

the trekking. It's the SPIRITUAL training of being the shepherd. The SPIRITUAL training of 

being in the image of the CHIEF Shepherd who is Christ. That's what I emphasized to them. I 

said, “DON’T get it twisted! The BIGGEST training is the training of your MIND and body, and that is 

the training of being a good KING and a good shepherd. When your PEOPLE are going down you got to 

STAND with them.” And what did they do? They actualized that.  

I was not even there. My knees are blown out. I can't do this crap anymore; I'm not going to try 

it anymore. They were by themselves in the wilderness. But they heard that WORD, they 

remembered that Word, they actualized that Word and they literally saved the lives of some of 

these girls. Is that true? All right, let's give God some glory, folks! (Applause) Thank You Father! 

Hallelujah! 

And the girls of course they're all martial artist girls, so they're different than normal girls, but 

again, they see why it is so important to have strong honorable men who are moral. THIS IS the 

true Money Man. A man who is strong, honorable, moral, he will lay down his life. That is a 

CHRIST- like man. This is why these boys trained this time, and EVEN by themselves on the 

wilderness mountain they ACTUALIZED it. 

On the second day we got no communication; all day we didn't get ANY communications. I 

was about to pluck Victor Moon's head out of his spine; I was about to pull his spine out of his 

body, as in the video game Mortal Combat. “You are finished. Aw!” He pulls out the head, and the 

spine comes out. (Laughing) “I'm going to pull that boy's spine out of his head!” Because he was not 

writing or texting us all day long.  

 

On the First Day 

The last communication was Monday NIGHT. They were 

communicating fine on Monday; three times they communicated. All 

day TUESDAY was the most dangerous day! Monday, we decided,” 

They have to go seven miles in. They're going to hit a snow drift at seven 

miles. They are at the highest peaks; that's 12,500 feet; they have to cross it 

and there is a ton of snow out there.” We didn’t know the landscape; we 

just knew there was a lot of snow up there. 

So, I told Victor, “Take it slow the first day. Do NOT try to go through 

the snow on the first day. Don't ramble it because you don't know how you 

are going to acclimatize to the altitude and the oxygen levels. So, take it slow. Don't get emotional. Keep 

your mind and body dominion of yourself. Go only seven miles, go slow, and then take a check of how all 

the kids are doing seven miles in. Then get a good night sleep, rest, get them more acclimatized to that 

height and then first thing Tuesday morning, hit it, bam! In the morning time, hit the snow drift and get 

through it.” That's about a three-and-a-half-mile peak snow, it's about 12,500 feet. It's like 

airplanes and hang gliders are flying around. It's so hot. 
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There's SNOW to make matters worse. NO TRAIL! Why? Because what happened one week 

before? It was hail-storming golf balls, and it was snowing like insane eight days before. That 

kind of makes it a little more difficult. If we just had nice weather for a month and then they 

went out, it would be easier. There would be no snow up there. But eight days before, there 

were giant snowstorms; record rainfall, and record snowfall on the freaking mountain tops. You 

understand? That's going to put a damper on things.  

The TRAILS DISAPPEARED! The trails completely disappeared because the snow was packed 

upon it. Kyle was up on Facebook trying to find out, “Is there anybody who hiked it the last couple 

of days?” Thankfully, the temperature had risen up. God was preparing for us coming in on 

Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday; God was preparing the weather, warmed it. A lot of 

melting of the snow, but a LOT of it was still up in the mountains. And God gave them THE 

most blessed, blessed weather that you could ever ask for. For three days, God gave them just a 

little bit of snow up on the top; little flurries, but not a lot. The majority of the time, like 99% of 

the time they had totally beautiful, pristine blue skies. God gave them such incredible weather, 

even though one week before it was dangerous, very dangerous. This is the kind of landscape 

that they're dealing with on the American Himalayas, with no tree line at the top level. 

 

Second Day, No Communication 

Now, they want to GIVE UP! I told them, “The first day it's going to be ROUGH, the second day it’s 

going to be rough. You're going to want to GIVE UP because your body's breaking down. You're tearing 

up all your muscles; all your ligaments are getting torn up. You're carrying that backpack which has 

your house in it, has your kitchen in it, has your food in it, has your weapons in it. So, you are going to 

want to QUIT! You're going to be crying, you're going to be whining, you're going to be trying to be 

dining on granola, which you will hate by the second day.” (Applause) 

If I even say the word “granola” around these young people, they get post-traumatic stress. 

Don't even mention a Cliff Bar macadamia white chocolate; they go into convulsions even 

hearing the word Cliff Bar. You can't be carrying heavy food around! Are you crazy? You have 

to go as light as possible because you're going to die. Your leg muscles are going to give OUT 

and you can't be stopping to, “Let me boil some water up here at 12,000 feet. I think I'm going to 

waste more energy trying to boil water while I'm shivering and dying and frothing at the mouth. I'm 

going to try to have some freeze dried lasagna up here.”  

You're not going to have energy to MOVE! You are going to literally have energy to barely put 

up your tent and flop in it and die and sleep for the next six to eight hours. You don't have any 

time, or energy to start cooking up gourmet meals on the top. Are you crazy? You have no time. 

You got to keep MOVING. Okay, are you with me, folks? This is insanity, but they're moving in 

that type of environment, that kind of context.  

So, on the second day there's no communication and we heard it. When we finally met with 

them on the third day, that was another miracle. But anyway, the second day there was no 

communication. That was the day they had to cross the most dangerous part through the snow 

drift of three and a half miles; they had to pass through that.  
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At least drop me a TEXT telling me you're ALIVE, doggone it! I am about to pluck their head 

out from their shoulders. You understand? It’s just INSANE! Because on the flip side, all the 

parents, all the moms are white-knuckled and shivering, “Oh my God! My child’s going to die. I 

May have to offer this one up to the Providence.” I'm saying, “SEND me a dang TEXT so at least I can 

TELL of your last heroic breath, you frog!” (Laughing) They don't send ANYTHING! NOTHING! I 

get nothing!  

All day long, we're trying to get this and that; we're trying to communicate. We're trying to 

send messages to the sat phone. But of course, they're not getting them because that sat phone 

only works one way and we don't have another one to send them messages. So, we're trying 

HOURS and HOURS. A whole day goes by and at the base camp now everybody has white 

hair; if I grow my hair right now, it'll be white. (Laughing) We got very STRESSED on the second 

day because there were no communications. 

Then finally at nine o'clock at night, what were we doing? We were already starting to get ready 

to call the police, getting ready to call search-and-rescue and getting ready to call the 

HELICOPTERS to go find these kids. We didn't know. They were probably DEAD on the dang 

snow; they all passed out face first and they were just frozen like Arctic men. So, we were 

getting ready to call search-and-rescue, the police and the helicopters to organize a team. 

Because in the most DANGEROUS part they gave no communication, zero, nothing.  

They were communicating fine on Monday. Three messages just from the night time in two-or 

three-hour intervals, very regular. So, we assumed, “they should be giving us some of these updates; 

they were quite regular yesterday.” Nothing, zero. It wa like a dead, dead, dead noise. Nothing, 

silence in the darkness. They left us HANGING in the dark; they left us totally hanging on by 

the fingertips, by the nails, while they were gleefully rocking and running around in the Rocky 

Mountains. Okay, now I'm just joking.  

They were actually not gleeful. That was the day where they had to go through quite a lot of 

adversities and get through the snow. One of the sisters almost dying, hyperventilating. They 

had to resuscitate her with oxygen. They had to take off the packs and the boys had to carry all 

these girls’ packs; they had to rotate. They had a NIGHTMARE of a day; even though the 

weather was great. Thank God! 

Oh my gosh, can you imagine if on top of that there is sleet, snow and RAIN and they're all 

soaking wet, and by the time they go to sleep, they'll get frostbite. Because when you’re up on 

the mountain, even on the base camp it is 39 degrees F! Think about it at 12,500 feet; it's 

probably 20 DEGREES up there at night. WITH the WIND! Even in the middle of 

SUMMERTIME! This is summer in Colorado. Just in case some of you may be thinking we're 

going to make another Cheongpyeong in Colorado. Forget it! It's not happening. In 

summertime it’s 39 degrees. IMAGINE the WINTER TIME! I'm not stupid, folks, okay?  

By the way, the potholes in the road are horrific. Oh my gosh, we cross from Kansas, which is a 

red state, into Colorado, which is a blue state. It's the SAME highway, same exact highway; it's a 

perfect highway in Kansas, in a perfect state. But, as soon as you cross the border into the 
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Democrat-run blue state, as soon as you cross the line, pothole, pothole, pothole, pothole. Oh 

my gosh, what is it?  

On the East side of Colorado, it's flat; there are no Rockies yet. It's flat, it's 

like Kansas. But as soon as you cross that border, you get the government 

of political Satanism, government waste, government welfare, stealing 

people's money; not being able to use asphalt because they want to do the 

eco-friendly sand, which doesn't last so long. When big trucks are rolling 

out, sand flies away. Just crazy lunatic climate change freaks. So, it's pothole city. 

Colorado's a TERRIBLE, terrible place; TERRIBLE PLACE to live! Oh my gosh! The gas price 

was $ 4.69! Four dollars and sixty-nine cents in the REI Frisco! Four dollars and sixty-nine cents! 

When we came back to Tennessee, we saw $2.90. Do you understand? And that was pretty high. 

We shouldn't be happy with that. But we just came out of $4.69. We almost were out of 

California, given those gas prices. Ridiculous! How can people live out there? That's what all 

the blue-collar guys were complaining about. “We can't live out here anymore. We're getting 

pushed out and the globalists are coming in.” To them it doesn't matter that gas prices are up $2 

more. They already stole billions from the government anyway, using the government 

apparatus.  That kind of incredible situation. 

 

Communication is Back! 

But there was one very, very important moment; one very, very important moment that the 

young people went through. They almost died. They had all the boys complaining; the Israelites 

were all complaining. But actually, the boys were helping some girls.  

And then we got the communications on Tuesday night, 9pm. We got five communications 

from Shinjoon. He decided to write us and actually give us reports. We were screaming, 

“Hallelujah! I got some communication!” At night, we called off the search-and-rescue teams, and 

the police. We finally got communications! This was the first communication we got in like 24 

hours. These young boys did not send us a freaking communication in 24 hours thinking that 

“Oh, they're going to be fine. They'll just be at campground, roasting marshmallows or something.” We 

didn’t eat NO MARSHMELLOWS, doggone it!  You HAD to send us some dang message!  

(Reading) “Hello, this is Shinjoon. On the first day, we accomplished our goal of seven miles. We took a 

slow pace and a lot of breaks as some of the women struggled. That’s it. Thank you. “When that came, 

we said, “WOO! Hallelujah! They're ALIVE! They're NOT DEAD, dear Jesus! THANK YOU, Father! 

Hallelujah!” So, we were just celebrating. He said, “We made the seven miles, took a slow pace.” We 

were thinking that they had to probably acclimatize; that they had to get used to the altitude, 

and all that kind of thing.  

That was the first communication. But I said, “Hold on! It takes a long time to type, so we may be 

getting another communication in about thirty minutes. Let's just wait.” It takes a long time to type; 

they get one letter at a time moving this cursor around. Then thirty minutes later: Bing, Bing, 

Bing comes in. We run to it, “What is it, what is it?” 
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“Second day: while on the way up the snow blocked the trail; we got confused.” That's BAD That's 

really BAD! If you get confused in the wilderness, that's how you DIE! That is how you DIE! 

You understand? Don't be TELLING me you got CONFUSED at 12,500 feet! Dear Lord, have 

mercy! “Yumi and Shintaro were struggling going up. Had to carry bags. View incredible.” Praise 

God! Okay, that was good. That's the next message. So now we're going to wait. “Wait a minute! 

They may be communicating more. Hold on. Let’s wait. They got to type one letter at a time beep, tsh, 

tsh, tsh, tsh. Beep, tsh, tsh, tsh, tsh.” Etc. This is how long it takes.  

Another 20 or 30 minutes go by. “At the summit, Yumi started hyperventilating and was collapsing.” 

This is where she almost died. “Five guys supported her and bag. She and Shintaro needed oxygen 

cans.” Okay, so then, see, see, see? The first message was, “Okay, we made it seven miles. We got 

through it, thank you.” So, we were like, “YEAH!” And then all of a sudden, now we get the other 

reports coming. Now the other reports are coming in of the reality of what was happening.  

And then another 30 minutes later, “Hello. This is Shinjoon again. On day two we did 11- 15 miles. 

From the start some of the women struggled; the men carried some of the women's packs.” That was the 

second day. FINALLY, we got communication. The point was the communications were there.  

Don't be embarrassed, young people, if your name was there; it doesn't matter. Alright? It 

doesn't matter. That's all part of the reality. Don't ever try to HIDE the reality. None of you is 

perfect. Okay? All of you struggle. So don't try to hide the reality. If you got hit with altitude 

sickness, that's what happens. Your body just reacted. You didn't make it happen. You 

understand? That is just what HAPPENS. It's not your fault, it's not anybody else's fault. That's 

just literally how your body got hit with it. That's it; that is what it is. Don't have an ego about 

that. So, they have this issue; the problems start coming.  

 

You Can’t Quit! 

Second day, we get these kinds of messages. So now we're thinking, “Oh my gosh, they're 

hyperventilating.” Then more messages come. The next day we got messages and they say, “I'm 

very sorry but I don't think some of them will be able to make it. The boys want to keep going but some of 

the girls will be dropping out.” This is the message we get that night. They are saying they are 

going to be at Camp Hale. So, I say,” Tomorrow morning I'm going to GO OUT to Camp Hale and 

I'm going to give them a Holy Ghost CHASTISEMENT in the middle of the wilderness. Don't you girls 

DARE try to quit now!” I'm going to get their spine out of their head.  

You should have seen me at the campground. I was saying, “Those GIRLS, they want to QUIT 

now! I TOLD them the second day was going to be the HARDEST. I told everybody they were going to 

want to QUIT!” I said, “I'm going to see them tomorrow. Let's drive out tomorrow morning. They said 

they’re in Camp Hale; we’re going to try to find them. We’ll walk around and try to find them. I’m going 

to have a talk with those girls, because they're all martial artists. They're not wimpy. They're martial arts 

girls. They can't GIVE UP that quickly!” I'm ready to give them a nice Holy Ghost chastisement in 

the morning, to give them a nice blessing at 5:00 in the morning at Camp Hale. (Laughing) 

Because they said some of them were going to quit that day.  
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Okay, so then we drive out at 5:00 in the morning. We get there at 5:25 and that's the second 

video that I put up https://www.instagram.com/p/CuCxvy4sWvl/Everybody saw them in 

the documentary vlogs that we put on Instagram and Twitter? That was when we were driving 

the van trying to find them; it was like 5:30 in the morning. They had already left apparently at 

5:10 in the morning, so they had evaded me. They had evaded me. They knew, “The Second King 

was going to come and give us the Holy Fire.” They'd gotten away! (Laughing) The Spirit of Father 

was STRONG in me that morning. I was going to give it to them trying to quit. But they had 

left. 

So, we are running around the wilderness trying to find them, going this way and that. But 

nothing is out there. Oh Lord, we're trying to go down this campground, that campground. We 

can't find them. Okay, it's done. Okay fine. But we noticed nobody was there. Okay, so nobody 

was there which meant that FATHER must have COME in the NIGHT! FATHER must have 

come in the night. He couldn't wait. He came in the night and he told those girls, “You’d better 

not give up. If you give up…” He must have sought them out at nighttime and did what he was 

going to do in the morning; give them that spiritual FIRE, FIRE, FIRE, FIRE holy fire!  

So, what happened? They had left early. They all had decided, “Okay, we're going to continue,” 

even though the last communication was, “I don't think we're going to be able to make it. We're very 

sorry to the Second King.” DON’T be telling me that, okay! I wanted to give them the Holy Ghost 

chastisement in the morning, but it was already done. Father had done it. All their hearts were 

convicted, and they were filled with Holy Ghost fire. Even though their bodies were breaking 

down, and their ligaments were tearing and cracking and all their bones were breaking and 

their spine was falling out of their backside, blood was dripping all over from head to toe. Not 

really, okay. (Laughing) That's a little hyperbolic! But FATHER had reached them at night and 

they were gone.  

So, I can't do anything about it, because we can't communicate with them anyway; we can't 

send them messages anyway. So, now all we have to do is wait, obviously, because nobody's 

there, nobody's straggling around Camp Hale saying, “Save me. I'm sorry, we couldn't make it!” 

Nobody was there! Nobody was there! And it was quite a big camp. We had to go this left, that 

right, left. We checked this side over here. Oh my gosh, we were driving all over the place like 

crazy in that poor white van, in those crazy Colorado, bumpy, bumpy Rocky Mountains trying 

to find these kids. But they had left. Okay, they're on the way.  

 

On the Third Day 

Now, on the THIRD day we get another communication, “We will be passing a place called 

Tennessee Pass.”  We are in COLORADO! The place where they will be passing is called 

“TENNESSEE Pass!” Do we know something about Tennessee? They will be arriving at 

Tennessee Pass at 10 o'clock in the morning. They say, “We will be stopping there. If you get this 

communication, please bring rations.”  That means, “Please bring food.”  

They don't know whether or not we read the thing because it doesn't say “delivered” or “read”; 

it doesn't have any of that. They have to send it out into the ether just by faith, by faith. Most 
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likely we're not going to get it, and they'll be at the Tennessee Pass dehydrated and dying of 

malnutrition. (Laughing) No. I’m joking.  Clif Bars, Clif Bars; they'll be dying of the taste of Clif 

Bars. And then we won't show up. 

By the way, when we got this message, it was like 9:00 in the morning. We're up since early 

morning. We had to get to the camp checking all the things, calling Kyle’s team and this and 

that. Everybody goes in to take a small nap. 9 o'clock boom! Ping, ping! That's the sound of the 

message coming into Gregg's phone. Ping! Everybody gets up. What is it? It said, “We're going 

to cross Tennessee Pass.”  

So, we hurry up, “GET to the supermarket! Let’s go!” We run to the supermarket. We try to get 

them all those yummy foods, give them some energy boost. Gregg goes to the granola section. 

He says, “I think I need to pick up some granola.” I said, “Don't get granola. Here's Muscle Milk, 

they'll like this instead. Let's go!” We’ve got to move quick because we've got to get there at 10: 15, 

and it's already 10 o'clock. We've got to go quick, quick, otherwise we'll miss them. If we miss 

them, no chance to give them rations or whatever.  

And remember, up to this point, they did 25 miles already through the wilderness; which is 

huge. Already they had gone through the hardest part. They went through 25 miles of the trail 

and the highest peak; they had hit the highest parts. But their body was getting very tired. 

That's why on the third day it felt very hard, because their body was dead.  

But in terms of the actual physical mountain, the SECOND day was the most dangerous, with 

the snow drifts and TERRIBLE winds, by the way. The winds up there were like 70 miles an 

hour, literally picking them up off the ground. Some of them were literally coming up off the 

ground up on the mountaintop. Is that true? You, young people saw that. Is that true? How 

hard was the wind up there? Was that insane? Now you know when the Bible talks about the 

Holy Spirit as a MIGHTY RUSHING wind, that's how your spirit gets hit when the Holy Ghost 

takes you. Amen! The second day was the hardest part. They had crossed that Rubicon; they 

had passed the second day.  

Now we had to quickly go to the supermarket, shop quickly, pack up everything quickly, 

quickly get up there to Tennessee Pass, “Please, please, please, if we just meet them before they go!” 

And Elke had a great idea, “Let's buy them rotisserie chicken with fat dripping off the sides.” I said, 

“That's a great idea. What else? Oh, they're Asian kids. Let's go to the Asian section.” That’s Leadville, 

it's a small town in the middle of nowhere, and it has a Safeway with an Asian 

section! How can you make that up? Talk about comfort food! We go to the 

Safeway, ASIAN section and we can pick Pocky sticks as these kids all grew up 

with Pocky sticks, and all these little delicious matcha Pocky sticks, chocolate 

and strawberry Pocky sticks. We get the snacks that they love, to give them that 

boost morale of energy. So that's the third day.  
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They were Dead, but Now Alive! By Faith! 

NOW we were driving up to the Tennessee Pass. The GPS told us, “Take this right turn down this 

dirt road to the Tennessee Pass ROAD! “And I said, “Wait a minute. No! We just came DOWN that 

road. That's not the biggest place.” Gregg and Elke said, “Let's just go up there.” I said, “Let's do 

that.” So, we decided, “We're going to ignore the GPS which is telling us to go down this dirt road on 

what is called the Tennessee Pass ROAD.”  

It turned out that was a miracle. If we had taken the Tennessee Pass Road, we would have 

missed them. They would have been gone. But we didn't listen to this GPS and we went back to 

what we passed on the way back from Camp Hale in the morning. Remember, we were looking 

around them in that whole region at 5:00 in the morning. You remember that? 

We had just passed through that road, so we knew that there was a Tennessee Pass with two 

parking lots at the bigger area. “Let's just go back there to the main area, and check that out. If they're 

not there, then we can come back to Tennessee Road where GPS tell us to go.” We don't know where 

they're going to be. They're about five miles apart, so by the time you're at one they could be 

leaving from the other. Are you with me folks?  

So, we choose to go up to the main Tennessee Pass area. We start turning that turn. Nothing on 

this side. Nobody’s here. We start taking a left turn, start going around the corner. I see a skinny 

Asian man in blue walking around. I said, “That's Kamino! That's Kamino!” Gregg starts honking 

“honk, honk, honk!” All the kids are like, “Who the heck is this black Pathfinder?” They didn't even 

know the car; we're in a different rental car. So, they’re wondering, “Who the hell is honking at 

us?” They're all looking at us like, “What's going on?” I get out of the car and say, “You don't send 

any text messages, you mother fussers!”  

They all started crying. No, no, they were so happy. Some of them were crying in a good way. 

They had tears of joy; let's put it that way. Tears of joy. They said, “Oh, oh, my gosh!” They 

thought we were lounging and having pina coladas at a campsite; they thought we were 

swimming in bikinis. Give me a break. We were RUNNING around like CRAZY people trying 

to find these kids. They could be DEAD!  

All the kids are like, “Ahh, ahh!” That's the whole thing you saw on the second vlog. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CuCxvy4sWvl/?img_index=1 When I see them, we're 

shouting like nuts, “They're alive, they're alive! They were dead but now alive. They were lost but now 

they’re found! Thank You, Lord!” Then they're eating, they're feasting up on the Pocky sticks; 

they're feasting up on that chicken. Boy, that chicken tastes so good. When they eat chicken, 

they're NEVER going to eat chicken the same way again. When I talk about manna from 

Heaven, they will know what that means.  

Manna from Heaven because literally, that was by faith. They sent the message up by faith. We 

had to go there by faith because if we had followed GPS we would have been off the wrong 

trail; we would have never gotten them that ration kit. But because we did it and we went by 

faith, we took that left turn and said, “Oh, skinny Asian man in blue, Kamino!” Oh my gosh, it was 

nuts. And then we fed them, fed them, fed them. Everybody ate good. 
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And I was telling them, “Look, you guys miscalculated. You calculated this and that. You thought you 

did this much. But you've already come 25 miles, so you've got to hit 13 more miles.” It turned out to 

be a little more than that. But anyway, around 13 miles, “You've got to go a little bit more. You've 

got to go a little bit more.” Because they were thinking, “Oh my gosh, we did like 18 miles yesterday, 

which was day two. We're going to do that today on Wednesday day three and we're going to have to do 

another day, day four. So, there's no way we're going to make it.” They had miscalculated.  

 

Either We Go Together or We Quit Together! 

But then we heard a story; this was a good one. Victor Moon, this young man is an amazing 

young man. Remember he's the leader, and young people, you have to realize this. The leader 

who's leading you has the MOST stress. The most. If anything happens to any one of YOU, HE 

gets blamed for it. Are you with me folks? That's what the leader has to always deal with. You 

understand? If something goes wrong, you get blamed for EVERYTHING; if everything goes 

right you don't get any credit. You understand? That's the reality of leadership, and you have to 

be okay with that. That's why it shouldn't be about your glory.  

About Victor Moon: on a third day we found out that there had been an epic episode on the 

second day when the Holy Ghost had come down and Father had come. Apparently; I'm 

probably dramatizing a little bit. I'm sure it's a little different, okay. But they were saying, “We 

can't go on. Oh, I don't think I can go on.” You know, this kind of thing, “I don't think we're going to 

make it. Oh, let the boys go up ahead. You can leave us; leave us to die and be eaten by the cougars. 

(Laughing) We'll be kidnapped by the Mexican cartels; we'll be sex-trafficked. Just leave us to die.” No, 

no, I'm sure they didn't say that. 

At that point, when some of them were giving up, Victor Moon got up and said, “NOW WAIT 

you ALL! You complain like the Israelites.” No, he didn’t; I’m dramatizing a little bit. He said, “We 

EITHER GO TOGETHER or we all DIE TRYING!” (Applause) Okay, something like that. He 

basically said, “We EITHER GO TOGETHER or we're all going to QUIT NOW!” Is that right? 

Something like that. Okay, they're laughing, so it wasn't that dramatic. Maybe it was like, (with 

Korean accent) “Okay everybody, if you want to quit now then we quit now, but otherwise I think we go 

together; we have to go.” (Laughter) Was that a little more accurate? I like to imagine it as, “WAIT a 

minute! NOW WAIT a minute! We CAME up here to do the WILL of Providence and God. We're NOT 

going to give up NOW! We're going to DIE trying. Do you UNDERSTAND me?” Okay, that didn't 

happen, but you have to let a man dream a little bit. (Laughing) 

Imo said that it was a very important moment. Even though Victor Moon didn't do it in that 

dramatized way -I'm sure he did it in his quiet way- but the fact that he as the leader said, “Look, 

either we are all going to quit now or we're all going to get to the dang finish line TOGETHER! No 

matter what it takes. We're going to carry the bags or whatever, but we're going to get to the dang finish 

line. We're going to FINISH this for Heaven, for True Father and the Three Kingship; we're going to 

FINISH this for Cheon Il Guk.” And Imo told us, “The fact that he did that, that was a major turning 

point in the spirit.” Because Victor Moon internalized that; he showed great leadership.  
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He always complains that he's so small and he's short. But he is good-looking. I said, “You're 

good-looking. So, if you were a tall boy, you'd be a man slut. You'd be a playboy slut. You understand? 

You’d just be chasing girls’ booty. That's all you'd be doing. You'd already be a fallen Devil. God gave 

you no height, so the girls don't want to be with you. He protected you so you could do the work of God.” 

When he complains that he’s short I tell him, “God uses that. Sometimes, if He gives you everything, 

you're going to mess it up. Amen.” Because you know, he can dance at the world-class level. Can 

you imagine if he did his little b-boy show and he was 6'4", and looked like some kind of boy-

band boy? The girls would be nuts over him. You understand? And he would not be able to 

control his pee-pee. Okay? God is just. Amen? God is just.  

The point is, Victor Moon showed tremendous leadership. During a life-and-death situation, 

since all our boys also our martial artists, they stayed calm even though one of the girls was 

hyperventilating and dying as she couldn't breathe and was passing out etc. They stayed calm. 

They applied what they knew. They stayed in control of their mind and body.  

Now, you see why training is so important. Amen! Training is so important; it prepares you for 

higher levels of stress. So when you are in high levels of stress, you can function at a better level 

than if you didn't have that training. They were able to do that, AND they took the chastisement 

with a true heart, even though they're not perfect, but with an Abel-type heart. They took that 

chastisement, they took the rebuke, they ate it, and when the girls were having trouble, they 

stepped in the gap and they literally carried double weight, so that these girls could make it all 

the way through. 

 

They Cut the Doves in Half 

Now on the third day after we met them at Tennessee Pass, we said, “Put all your extra weight in 

the car.” They could dump the extra weight in the car but some of the boys said, “No, as a 

condition we want to finish with all our weight.” But we told the girls, “Dump your weight in the car; 

dump it now. Don't get your ego involved in it. We're going to finish today, but dump the stuff now.” 

So, they dumped it. All they had was just water; they had no tent. So now there was no turning 

back. 

It's like the Queen said about Sparta: The Spartans go to war, and then they get on the beach. 

They turn around and say, “Burn the boats!” Then the boats burn. “Whaaah!” And then they go 

to battle. It's that kind of spirit. You got to just burn the boats. You aren’t going back home. No 

turning back now. You have no tents. No way to turn around. You got to go to the END now! 

Amen! That was that kind of spirit. 

They went a 16-hour day that day. The last day, third day, 16 hours from 4.30 in the morning. 

They finished the 38-mile ridiculously dangerous, dangerous, dangerous trek through 12,500 

feet of Rocky Mountains, with above the tree line atmospheric conditions. 38 miles, nearly 60 

kilometers through the most DANGEROUS mountain range in North America. And they 

finished that hike. Oh, my gosh! In the last vlog, you see those little lights coming down? 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CuFN2OtAXoe/?img_index=1 
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That was the point where we were picking them up. What was at that little spot called? 

Timberland Lake. We were supposed to meet them there. At 11:45pm after 38 miles through the 

Rockies, 12,500 ft. They could maybe finish by 12 midnight or 1:00 am, depending on their 

speed.  

We see the little flashlights, the lights glimmering, coming down; the little lights coming down. 

And we say, “ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA!” And then from a hundred yards away, we heard, 

”Oh, Oh, Oh!  ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA!” And I go, “ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA!” and then 

you hear a voice, “ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA!” Oh my God, they are still walking. And that 

was it, folks. That was it. And guess what? They came in at 11:45. 15 minutes before the three-

day mark. (Applause) They accomplished the 60 kilometer, 37 miles, in the three-day condition, 

before Heaven and earth. TRUE FATHER’s BEAMING, smiling, so happy! 

Who knows what will now happen at the macrocosmic level. Micro to macro. What will happen 

with the macro. They had TOTAL unity with the Three Kingship, TOTAL unity with the Word, 

TOTAL unity with True Father. They were going and as they were hiking in the quiet, attuned 

with nature in the wilderness (Breathing heavily as they did) “ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA!” 

(Breathing as they walked) “ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA!” (breathing) “ABOJI, KAMSA 

HAMNIDA!” They would be randomly shouting, “Aboji, Kamsa hamnida!” That was the spirit; 

that was the spirit through the whole 37 miles. And they made it within the 3-day mark. They 

cut the doves in half! (Applause) HALLELLUJAH! HALLELLUJAH! PRAISE the Lord 

Almighty! 

That was important, and guess what, folks? 21 people on the condition. We absolutely thought 

“You know you get a group like that, always you get one or two that are not going to make it.” And 

some of these girls wanted to quit but Victor Moon showed excellent leadership. He showed 

true leadership, true love as a young shepherd. He showed true resilience as a man and as a 

leader- even though he's not perfect. He's still training, still growing but at that critical moment 

when nobody was there to support him, he stood the ground and he said, “We're not going to 

quit. We're going to all finish this together or we all die together.” Since he showed that leadership, 

even the girls, every single one of them went on, even though their physical bodies were not 

able to do it.  

One of them, her husband carried her bag the whole way. She was like, “No way, I can never do 

this. I'm overweight, I'm big; there's no way I can do this with my own weight. I literally walked through 

the power of True Father in my legs. That's the only way I made it.” (Applause) That’s what she said. 

That's the ONLY WAY! In the body, in the natural, they didn't have the power to do that, but in 

the supernatural realm God gave them power. He gave them love; He gave them training being 

their brother’s and sister's keeper. They united with that. Their leader Victor Moon in that 

dangerous wilderness all by himself, he showed leadership, he showed valiant faith. 

And because of that, all of you, the young people pulled together and you were able to 

accomplish probably one of the most epic things that you will ever have done in your lives. You 

understand how unbelievably epic that was? Life changing. You'll never forget. Now you 

understand why the tribe is so precious and important. Amen? So, so important! 
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Rod of Iron Trekkers Colorado Rocky Mountain Hike Video 

So, with all that brief overview that I have given, with that brief introduction, let us see the 

video. Shindeuk, he is the master editor. He’s the best editor of all of us. Unfortunately, because 

he’s the best, he gets the most jobs. Everybody says, “Shindeuk can you edit for us?” because he’s 

good at it. OK, let’s see. Go ahead! 

(Showing the video) https://rumble.com/v2xqcxg-july-2-2023.html  

Hallelujah! Young people, stand up, come on to the front. Let’s get the older warriors lay their 

hands on them. Elder kings, come on up, lay your hands on them. Omma, let’s pray on them. 

Let’s pray on them! 

 

Pastor Sean’s Prayer on the Victorious Young People 

ABOJI HANAMIN, KAMSA HAMNIDA! ABOJI, KAMSA HAMNIDA! 

Father, we are so grateful this day for the young people, the 21 who moved through this 

incredible challenge and condition for the ENTIRE world and for Your providence. EVEN 

THOUGH their faith may be small, EVEN THOUGH they may have much doubt, EVEN 

THOUGH they are inadequate and unworthy, Your grace and Your love will even bring faith 

the size of a mustard seed to move mountains. 

These young people believed that they needed to have faith the size of MOUNTAINS for God 

to use them. They are WRONG! They are totally wrong. They are FOOLISH! It is a faith as small 

as the TINIEST seed that You need to MOVE the mountain. They got it twisted. They listened to 

Satan and the DEVIL. They did not understand Your Word, dear God. 

But Father, You USED them in this little way even though they are inadequate and have no 

faith and have doubts and have all these internal struggles inside like we ALL did when we 

were their age. But You still used them to OVERCOME their different levels of inadequacy; You 

used them to OVERCOME their doubts on the different levels in their heart and mind.  

And even though they are still on the growth phase and the path of growing and maturing as 

young people, Father, You USED this to teach them MIGHTY, mighty, mighty lessons that they 

can NEVER learn in a book, that they can NEVER learn in a classroom, that they can only learn 

through blood, sweat, and TEARS; that they can only learn by STANDING in the danger zone 

and STEPPING into the wilderness where all the lions and the cougars and the bears ROAM.  

You taught them such incredible lessons, dear Father, and even though they were inadequate in 

many ways they had FAITH in one another, they had FAITH in the Three Kingship. They stood 

completely UNITED, even though they were chastised by Your Word and they realized that it 
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was not for their GLORY, but that they must be their brother’s and sister’s keeper, that they 

must make it TOGETHER and that they must have the victory as a TRIBE!  

Dear God, what an incredible blessing that You have given to them! What incredible message 

and power and EXPERIENCE You have now given to them! They have now entered into the 

0.001% of the WORLD that have conquered this type of wilderness training. But most of those 

0.001%, are doing it for THEIR glory. They're trying to do it so THEY become famous, and 

THEY can brag. 

The young people UNITED with the PURPOSE and intention as martial ARTISTS and as Peace 

Police-Peace Militia men and WOMEN. They UNITED with the PROPER heartistic nature of 

God and the shepherd, to train and not to seek the awards and the bragging rights, but to be 

able to TRAIN the heart, mind and body together, so that they may come in alignment with 

YOUR nature. 

Dear God, we thank You so much for that beautiful EXPERIENCE that they have received, a 

great BLESSING from Heaven which they had to also earn. It's unlike Your love and grace 

which we can never earn, no matter how many Himalaya mountains. That's not even CLOSE 

enough to receive salvation and grace. 

Dear God, through this condition we pray that the micro and the macro see a MOVEMENT of 

Your work and You see a REVIVAL in the macro of young people coming back to Christ and 

becoming Rod of Iron kings and priests, queens and evangelists. The time of the HARVEST is 

AT HAND as the world now is moving in all directions to WAKE up the people so they may 

come to You. 

Dear God, we are so grateful that You were with them, that You strengthened their body 

THROUGH the terrible, terrible, dangerous, but beautiful wilderness of the Rocky Mountains, 

12,000-plus feet in elevation; the most DANGEROUS thing they've ever done. But we are 

grateful that as martial artists, their previous training kept them CALM and copacetic and made 

them LUCID, and that in the times of duress, struggle and danger they were able to think 

clearly.  

We also thank You for the leadership of young King Victor and Imo that led the troop 

THROUGH this dangerous trip and set the condition to unite COMPLETELY with Your Word 

and Your chastisement given to them through the Three Kingship.  

We thank You that, Father, even Your grandchildren were able to participate in this as well and 

help one another and their brothers and sisters, and that even the girls or the boys who 

struggled, they were aided by those around who CAME to their aid, CAME to their help and 

realized the gratitude and the VALUE of the brotherhood and sisterhood. 

We thank You Father, for all the training that You have given them and we know this is a great 

adventure, one more adventure that they have incredible memories and stories about. But we 

pray that You would use THAT small condition to build within them STRONG hearts, 
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STRONG minds and STRONG bodies as Peace Police and Peace Militia men and women, 

martial artists that protect and DEFEND their neighbor, and protect and love Your Kingdom 

and You. 

We thank You for all the things that You've done on this great trip, and we thank You for the 

wisdom that You continue to teach these young people THROUGH this experience, which will 

now unfold as they live and they recall and reminisce and remember what happened in the 

wilderness. And the manna from Heaven and all those winds on the high hills and snowdrifts 

and the passing out, almost dying, and being left with no communications out and the 

helicopter potentially coming. ALL that. As they reflect through the different vicissitudes of life, 

they will be able to DRAW from this resource, DRAW from this well of experience, and with 

GRATITUDE, pursue, progress and OVERCOME those obstacles that the Devil has in their 

way. HE IS A LIAR! And You are VICTORIOUS, dear God. 

Father, Jesus, we thank You for being so strong with them, being a good and TOUGH-love 

Father that gives us GREAT power and guidance, but also builds us up as strong men and 

women who are also tender in our hearts towards You. 

We want to give You the praise, glory and honor with all those kingship lines gathered here 

with Your Three Generation Kingship. Amen and aju! Hallelujah. Let's give God some PRAISE! 

(Applause)  

 

The Second King Offers the Gift of a Map signed by Him   

Okay, hold on, hold on, hold on. Okay, now, for the young people we have a map of their trek 

and we've signed it for each one of them to frame. You can cut it like that and then frame it in a 

smaller frame when you get home. That is the trek that you did. That’s the second team. All of 

you, young people did a tremendous job and remember you didn't do it for your own glory, but 

you did a great training of mind and body unity, and of being your brother's and sister's keeper. 

Give all the glory to God. Praise God Almighty! Let's give it up for God! (Applause)  

Let's give it up for Victor Moon here. (Applause) Victor again showed tremendous leadership, 

even though he's always bitching about being short. I always tell him, “Young man, if you were 

taller, you'd be a bad boy. God has a reason for everything. You got a big heart. “Victor did a great job. 

Oh my gosh! When they all finished after the 37 miles, he broke down. He started crying. He 

broke down, he collapsed. He was just crying, crying, crying. He had to put his sunglasses on. 

Why? Because he knew that if anything happened to those kids ALL the parents would be 

blaming him. Even though THEY decided to do it, the parents would be blaming HIM. They 

shouldn't do that by the way, but they would. 

That poor young man he had all the weight of all that and you know he was making critical 

executive decisions without any of the executive team up there, because we couldn’t 

communicate with them. They were at freaking 12,000 feet high, and we couldn’t talk to them. 
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He had to make those critical decisions and lead the troop through there, and he did a 

phenomenal job. But once they were finished, all that anxiety just came off and the Holy Ghost 

just hit him, hit him, hit him, hit him. He was just weeping and weeping.  

Again, when you're the leader, if anything goes wrong, it's always your fault. If everything goes 

right, it's never thanks to you. So, when you're leading for God, you can't have your ego 

involved in it. Amen! It's got to be for God's glory. And you've got to be okay with that, you've 

got to be good about that. Victor Moon showed that great leadership as a young man leading 

the troop. So, let's give it up! (Applause) Great job, young man Victor Moon, young king! He 

SHOWED the character of a true young king and a true young priest. Okay, okay! Don't overdo 

it now; don't overdo it. he's still training.  

(Each of the 21 starting from Victor Moon, receives a signed map, and the Second King offers special 

words of appreciation for each of them) 

 

More Training Coming 

Let’s give it up one more time for Father smiling in Heaven, (Applause) True Parents in Heaven, 

Jesus in Heaven looking at all the young people; PROUD of the next generation of kings and 

priests, queens and evangelists. Very good job! Job well done, young people! But it’s not over 

yet. You got to still keep your training up. You all got to start training for next year training. We 

are going to be going to Florida and we’re going to be doing scuba diving and water training. 

So, you, young people have to prepare for that. The water training is next year. So, you have to 

also save up money for that. Talk to Victor Moon because you have to do the scuba. You have to 

save up money so you can do the scuba training. 

That's another realm of the physical world that Father wants us to conquer. Air, water, land; 

Father wants all of that conquered. That's why he comes in the clouds. In the modern period, 

the Lord comes in the clouds and we go meet him in the clouds. Meaning we have total 

dominion of earth, air and water; ALL of nature. That's why Father always made us do that 

training. So next year we'll be doing training in Florida, Key West, with you, young people and 

we're going to be hitting the scuba diving training. So, you got to prepare for that; you have to 

also save up for that.  

And we will be riding on the bikes, so we're not going to be driving cars. We're going to be 

riding on the Rod of Iron Riders bikes. Then you have one year also to start training up on the 

bikes and get your luggage system down pat, which means you have to have the training. You 

have to have the training on how to pack it on your system and carry it down there because 

we're going to basically be living out of the bike.  

And by the way, Florida has torrential downpours, like ridiculous. When we did that with 

Kook Jin Nim and Young Jin Nim when we were young, all the way to Key West on the bikes, 

we hit the most insane water deluge rainstorm I've ever experienced in my life. It was 
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ridiculous. We had to stop under a bridge because it was so bad. But you have to get ready for 

rainstorms like that.  

That one will be on the Rod of Iron Riders' bikes. So that gives you young people a year to 

hurry up and get your bikes, get trained up, learn how to put a light system up on your bike 

and live off that system for a couple of days. And then, of course, during the couple of days, we 

will be hitting the scuba training. Okay?  

Now, remember, young queens can come, too. We want the young queens as well. Oh, let's give 

it up for our young queens, too. (Applause) They came in the base camp. Young queens and the 

young kings came for base camp. They did their first training with their children. This was the 

first camping training with their children. The trekkers were training in the woods, in the 

mountains, and our young queens, even though they have babies, they're not just sitting at 

home, they're still training. They're still martial artists, they're still training, and they're still 

moving with the Three Kingship.  

We had a lot of young queens come and train their first training, overnight sleeping, camping, 

and training, with their children; first time that many of the children experience that training. 

Those are wonderful, great memories. Also, when we do the next summer training in Florida, 

young queens, we want you all to come too. What we'll do is: we'll have one day where all the 

men go scuba diving and hit that training, and the moms stay at home, take care of the kids at 

the campground. Then switch. The next day the moms will go scuba training with the Queen. 

The Queen doesn't know how to swim yet, so she's training from today to swim; she’s getting 

up ready for all of you, young people. So, pray for her that she won't drown while she's 

training. No, she won't! We're good swimmers, so we will help her out. 

Then on the second day the girls will go scuba training and the men will take care of the babies 

at the camp. Amen! That way even though the girls are in the process of having their children 

while they're young, they can still be training and they can still be unlocking their epigenetics 

and still be having great adventures, giving glory to God and serving the Three Kingship of 

Cheon Il Guk and all the providential conditions that are being established. That's a very good 

wonderful training, so you got to be ready for that. That's next year; you have to start preparing 

NOW. When do you start preparing, young people? NOW, not 10 months later. NOW, you 

must start preparing. Okay?  

 

Proverbs 8 - On Wisdom 

Now, let's get into it quick, quick, quick! Let's just read Proverbs chapter 8.  

1 Doth not wisdom cry? and understanding put forth her voice?                                                                                
2 She standeth in the top of high places, by the way in the places of the paths.                                                               
3 She crieth at the gates, at the entry of the city, at the coming in at the doors.                                                                 
4 Unto you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons of man.                                                                                       
5 O ye simple, understand wisdom: and, ye fools, be ye of an understanding heart.                                                  
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6 Hear; for I will speak of excellent things; and the opening of my lips shall be right things.                                        
7 For my mouth shall speak truth; and wickedness is an abomination to my lips.                                                    
8 All the words of my mouth are in righteousness; there is nothing froward or perverse in them.                                      
9 They are all plain to him that understandeth, and right to them that find knowledge.                                      
10 Receive my instruction, and not silver; and knowledge rather than choice gold.                                                           
11 For wisdom is better than rubies; and all the things that may be desired are not to be compared to it. 

Wisdom is so beautiful here. This is one part of the Bible, that a lot of the heresies such as the 

goddess worship come out of, because this is one part of the Bible where wisdom is described in 

female terms. But you have to understand. How is this wisdom who is described as a female, as 

this wise mother figure? What is the relationship to God the Creator? That's the key. How is it? 

Is she just like Han Hakja who says that she's EQUAL to God or BETTER than God? NO! That's 

the goddess worship; that's the satanic fallen-Eve theology.  

Notice, in verse 2, this woman of wisdom                                                                                                               
2 She standeth in the top of high places, by the way in the places of the paths.                                                               
3 She crieth at the gates, at the entry of the city, at the coming in at the doors.                                                                  

And who is in the gates of the city? It is God, right? So, she is a woman that protects the 

authority of the Father. You understand what I'm saying, folks? She is a wise woman who 

protects, fights and dies for the authority of Father God, and doesn't let ANY woman come and 

sit in that place. She protects the position of her Father. Amen!  

That's why this woman of wisdom is so very important. See, a lot of the New Age Christian 

lunatic people, they try to anthropomorphize this wisdom as being the partner to God in a 

feminist way, where basically the female is dominating the man. In the Western world that is 

the model that they've created; the men become beta boys, they become wimps, they become 

castrated little weaklings and the women are dominating them. They're not leading the wife or 

the children in the home. 

 

12 I wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out knowledge of witty inventions.                                                           
13 The fear of the Lord is to hate evil: pride, and arrogancy, and the evil way, and the froward mouth, do I 

hate. 

What was this whole ridiculous sick June “Pride Month” about? What did God say? God 

HATES pride! HATES it. But they're celebrating pride; it's an abomination. They're celebrating 

sticking their penis up somebody's anus. Give me a freaking break. The most degenerate 

lunatics! A baseball bat is meant to hit a ball, right? Not to be STUCK up your ashtray. Are you 

kidding me? You want us to celebrate that? You sick degenerate pervert, disgusting lunatics 

freaks! Does that deserve any celebration? You are catastrophically damaging your body. WHY 

should we be forced to celebrate you? You are acting like a lunatic PERVERT, a horny freaking 
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DOG! Why do we have to celebrate you? You’re an ABOMINATION, and you're after the 

children as well.  

14 Counsel is mine, and sound wisdom: I am understanding; I have strength.                                                           
15 By me kings reign, and princes decree justice.                                                                                                                  
16 By me princes rule, and nobles, even all the judges of the earth.                                                                                    
17 I love them that love me; and those that seek me early shall find me.                                                                   
18 Riches and honour are with me; yea, durable riches and righteousness 

 

Lady Wisdom 

Now notice this woman. Let's jump down to 22.                                                                        
22 The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, before his works of old.                                                                              

Did you hear that? Lady Wisdom is talking. She said, “The Lord possessed me.” So, is she the 

subject or is she the object? She's the object. She is serving the Lord. That's why she's wise. 

Amen! That's why through her wisdom of serving God, she can give wisdom to even kings. 

Because her love for God is number one. And by the way look at that verse: “The Lord possessed 

me in the beginning of his way, before his works of old.” So, is she a young lady or is she old? Huh?  

See, this is the problem: in the pagan religions the young woman is deified. Big breasts, big 

booty, naked; the sexual fertility of the young girl is deified. Is that true? That's in the pagan 

religion. That is just their physical fertility. But WISDOM is old; wisdom is not a young buxom, 

freaking bikini girl with double-D breast. You understand? That's not wisdom. That's not how 

wisdom is being painted.  

Wisdom is of old. She's old, old, wise and BEAUTIFUL! Beautiful, beautiful, gorgeous, 

gorgeous, beautiful. She's old. She's old, but she's beautiful. She's radiant because she's wise. 

Does that give hope to all the grandmas here? Amen! And the grandpas too! Praise the Lord. 

Hallelujah! Hey, we still got a place. Amen! Praise the Lord! We still got a place. Father said 

always, “God wants to be a granddaddy.”  

So, in this picture of Lady Wisdom she is not a naked fertility goddess. The problem with a lot 

of the pagan cults and a lot of the new-age Christian cults, is that they try to paint Lady Wisdom 

from Proverbs 8 into a pagan GODDESS that GOD has ordained. Do you understand? But this 

Lady Wisdom is not running around naked spreading her legs to every this, that and the other. 

Are you with me folks? She's wise and she is what? From old; from the time of creation, she is 

wise and old. I like that.  

I like old people. All these young people, they don't like old people. I like old people! Doggone 

it. You're all going to become old at one point too, young people, so don't get it twisted. You got 

to love old people too. Old people are people too. (Laughing) Young people are just waiting for 
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you to croak. NOT God. NOT God! Amen! If you know that to be true, say “Amen!” (Amen!) 

Come on! Give God some glory! He’s still got a lot of you old troopers. You aren’t going 

anywhere, and even though you GO to the spirit world, you're going to be fighting. Amen! You 

just have a younger spirit body. 

So, Lady Wisdom is… (Showing the photo of True Parents) Look at this; this is amazing. The image  

True Father gave us for the Completed Eve -because of 

the fall of Han Hakja- was an aged woman. He didn't 

give a young bikini girl. Are you with me, folks? Can 

you imagine how much of a disaster that would be if 

Father had this hot bikini girl twerking or something 

like that? Give me a break. This is why I get in trouble, 

but it's okay; we keep it real here. It's okay. They ban 

me on all platforms anyway just like they did Father. But we know Father gave the truth. 

Look at the Mother he gave us as the example. The Queen has tremendous beauty. She's a 

supermodel; she's the most gorgeous Asian woman to ever walk the earth. Praise the Lord! And 

she's mine, doggone it! She isn’t yours. She’s mine. You understand? Mine, mine, mine, mine, 

mine, mine. All mine! (Laughing) I can have that possessive pride; that makes Father happy. 

But the image of the Queen of Queens is an old WISE woman. She sacrificed everything, threw 

it all away for the Lord, the love of the Lord, the LOVE of Christ. THAT’s what was special. It 

wasn't the beauty; it wasn't all that. Look at all of them young bums that just went with Hakja 

Han because of what? The money. They went with the money. Even those older bum-bums, 

they also went for money if they thought they could politically gain.  

But there was one woman amongst the early tribe, amongst Father's first disciples of South 

Korea, that DID NOT go along with it. She sacrificed everything, lost everything. Everything. 

She came totally on faith, went against the doctor's orders, AND they tried to kidnap her. 

Remember that? They were tracking her phone; they were trying to kidnap her, saying that we 

are kidnapping her when she wanted to come to America. This was literally happening.  

But she came and she lived; she breathed, and she DIED serving Father and his lineage. 

(Applause) She did not waver. She did not conform to what the Devil wanted. She did not go 

along with the FALL. She stood with the FIRE of God INSIDE her heart, the Holy Ghost FIRE 

inside her heart. And that PASSION and love for God and Christ, she did not give that up. 

We have such a beautiful Completed Testament True Mother; when we look at Proverbs 8 that's 

literally True Mother Kang. It's not some young buxom stupid Gaia goddess that they try to 

draw in Bible Project. We're not worshiping a naked young girl; they're usually dumb and 

they're usually brain-dead. Especially if they're getting naked in front of people, then they are 

brain-dead. If you're getting naked in front of your husband, that's fine; then you're a happily 

married woman. Hallelujah! But NOT in front of people!  
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No Bikinis 

That's why even when you want to do swimming training, etc., moms you got to be aware of 

this. We're going to have a small pool out here for the babies to start training swimming, but 

DO not wear bikinis, young queens. Do you understand me? Don't wear bikinis. NO bikinis 

allowed here! And of course, don't put bikinis on your children like brain-dead lunatics. 

Sometimes these moms are so brain-dead. They literally think, “Oh! It's so cute, this bathing suit!” 

You are TRAINING them to expose their body SEXUALLY to OTHER MEN! DON’T be stupid 

Do NOT defile the holiness of Your daughter's body which is for MARRIAGE. Amen!  

Do not do that. Do as we do in the dojo when we are training. In the dojo we do MMA and have 

no gi. Girls, you cannot wear leggings and show off your booty; you have to wear short pants. 

We don't want to see your booty. Some of the young boys do, but I don't want to see it, okay? 

You understand? WEAR your dang shorts. COVER yourself up! Your nakedness is beautiful for 

your husband. Amen! That's where you will glorify God. Come on, give it up for absolute sex 

and marriage. (Applause) Hallelujah!  

So, that's one thing about swimming. Oh my God! Sometimes you have Christian pastors, and 

their wife is wearing a freaking bikini. What are you doing, bro? Your wife is exposing her 

nakedness in front of all these guys. I mean, a bikini is like freaking lingerie. It's ridiculous. You 

see everything. Give me a freaking break. So ridiculous, this Western Christianity! What are you 

smoking? Where in the Bible does it allow the women to wear freaking bikinis in front of MEN? 

Are you insane? Oh my God, this is crazy. Lunatic. But this is the culture.  

So just to make clear, everybody understands that when you're swimming in the context of 

God's community you have to cover yourself up. Your nakedness is not for other men to see. 

Amen! It's the beautiful nakedness that you can have in marriage with your husband. And you 

get buck naked you go, “Wow Baby! Go, go, go, go!” Wow! Give it up to God. Give Him all the 

glory! You go wild if you want; do your thing. But not in front of other men. Amen! 

The point is: the nakedness of young butt, this is what the pagans worship. But Proverbs, no. 

Lady Wisdom is old. Old Lady Wisdom! I love that; I love that. Even young girls, too, they're 

not worshipping girls or a goddess that is naked. They're not worshipping their nakedness; they 

are trying to grow in WISDOM like Kang True Mother. Amen! Like Lady Wisdom; the old but 

beautiful ancient Lady Wisdom that the Bible talks about in Proverbs chapter 8. This is very 

important because having this type of wisdom that is completely connected to the 

subjectiveness of Christ, this is the power. That's what True Mother did so victoriously. So 

victoriously! 

 

A Great Condition 

But as young men, young kings, we need men; we need a father. Our role model will not be a 

mother. Our role model will be a father. It won't be a mom; it won't be a girl. We are called to 
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lead as a father, as a king, and a priest. Our role model will be the king and the priest. It will be 

Christ. Amen! It will be the heart of True Father's love for God, unity with God, POWER of 

God, and how His Three Kingship is moving with His Holy Spirit, empowered on throughout 

this earth now, building the Kingdom from the micro to the macro. So important, so very 

important and so critical in this time of great tribulation.  

But also, folks, it will be young people having a great victory together with the Three 

Generation Kingship of True Father, Christ, King of Kings, establishing a small but powerful 

microcosmic victory with all your prayers. Thank you for all your prayers wherever you were 

across the world; I know you were praying for us. We had hundreds praying for us in Korea 

and Japan. You, young people don't understand that you had so many people praying for you. 

You took it for granted. You just think you're tough; you have a strong body NO! You had so 

many people praying for you, so many people rooting you on; so many people hoping for 

YOUR success.  

That's what you have to realize about the TRIBE, the community of God; as the Kingdom 

brothers and sisters, we want each other to WIN. We're not in it for our own glory. We want 

each other to win. We are all Peace Police-Peace Militia men and women. We HAVE to want 

each other to succeed, and we have to encourage and PUSH each other to get to the next level. If 

someone’s lazy, you PUSH, but with love, so that person steps up into the next level, challenges, 

goes HARD and then goes to the next level of strength.  

We want that success for one another. Why? Because the stronger another is, the blessed family 

is, the marriages are, the more powerful the beautiful absolute sex and romance is in your 

marriage, the more powerful your relationship with your children and your training, the 

STRONGER the entire Peace Militia KINGDOM is! It's ALL connected; all connected. Amen! 

That's why it's so very important. And the micro always leads the macro, so this is a great 

condition. I'm so happy the young people all 21- all 21! - made a 21-person devotional blood, 

sweat and tear offering to all of Heaven and earth in front of God victoriously. 

They did it with Father's Three Kingship, but also with the Third King physically on the trail as 

well. So, they did it with Shinjoon on the trail. For him it was a challenge. They showed unity, 

heart, tribe, love for one another; not seeking their own glory. Putting down their packs; picking 

up other people's packs. They showed real fortitude and ENERGY as they were training. They 

got a great training this time, great session, great accomplishment. But it's not over yet because 

God is continuing to build EVERYBODY including the older folks that have broken knees or 

something like that, that can’t go. NO!  

We ask You, God, “BREAK me before You bless me, Lord! BREAK me before you bless me!” I love 

that. “BREAK ME! Come on, BREAK me, Lord! BREAK me!” I love being broken by God. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBtjiMjfaK0 Bryann T - Deliverance 
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Hallelujah. Right? We want that. We want to be broken by God. In His strength and glory 

mountains move, because we can't do it in our own power. Amen?  

So, we are praying for the world, all the patriots, all the kingdoms to bow down and come and 

protect all the children and all the people of the world with the Cheon Il Guk Constitution and 

our True Parents. Lady Wisdom is sitting right by True Father's side. Hallelujah! (Applause) 

How amazing! True Parents are watching us from Heaven. Jesus is watching us from Heaven. 

Victory, victory, victory. Aboji Kamsa Hamnida! Aboji Kamsa Hamnida! Aboji Kamsa 

Hamnida! Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Praise God Almighty!  

Let’s pray.  

 

Pastor Sean’s Offering Prayer 

Father God,                                                                                                                     

We thank You for this beautiful day.                                                                                      

We thank you for all the words that You're giving us.                                           

We thank You and we will NEVER take Proverbs 8 out of context 

and start worshiping the naked young GIRL with the foolish, 

foolish, foolish woman in Proverbs.  

But we will always remember that Lady Wisdom is COMPLETE object to Christ. And the 

REASON why she is wise is because she completely is in unity and is completely SERVING 

Christ and is his hands and feet to witness to the women especially. 

So, we thank You for the victory of Kang True MOTHER who came at an ELDERLY age with 

wisdom, and even though other ladies surpassed her in height and in female beauty etc., NONE 

surpassed her level of love and heart, fervency, passion for Christ, for the Lord. NOBODY can 

EVER surpass that victory, and that when the chips were all down and everything was on the 

table, she was willing to lose EVERYTHING in order to serve Christ and his Kingship line. 

We are victorious because of Your GREAT grace and Your love that has INFUSED all these 

kingship lines to unite with Your Three Generation Kingship here established by Your HAND 

on this earth. We are so thankful for the victory of our True Mother, True Parents, Four Position 

Foundation which has been established with the Three Kingship. We are moving forward with 

the Cheon Il Guk culture and Cheon Il Guk Constitution so that ALL those prepared people on 

the Abel-side may be now uniting, and the harvest be plenty. But the workers are few.  

We pray for all those workers and all those people who are INFLAMED and IMPASSIONED by 

the Holy Ghost FIRE to go out, REACH out and TOUCH hearts, to SAVE souls and to BRING 

people into the Kingdom. From slaves to become KINGS and to SERVE with RIGHTEOUSNESS 

and AUTHORITY, and with the Rod of Iron to establish and defend Your Kingdom eternal. 
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We give You the praise, glory and honor with ALL the kingship lines gathered here today with 

Your Three Kingship. Amen and aju! Hallelujah! Praise God Almighty! 

Let’s all rise and praise His holy name! Hallelujah! 

 

 

 


